Activities

Dig in to Magic Treasure Rocks!

To Make Magic Treasure Rocks You Will Need:

- Baking Soda
- Vinegar
- Water
- Food Coloring
- Glitter (optional but amazing)
- Fun treasures, small toys, plastic gems etc.

In a bowl mix a few drops of food coloring into baking soda. If you want to make RAINBOW rocks you will need to mix each color separately. Slowly add water in the bowl, mixing in-between. It is easy to add too much water so you definitely want to add it slowly. Add enough so that the baking soda is moldable and holds its shape. If you add too much water the baking soda won’t mold.

Once mixed,-- mold into balls, hiding “treasures” inside. Then lay your baking soda rocks out to dry. Once dried the treasure is in the “rocks” and the fun is to get them out... so begin the “Diggin In!”

Place the Magic Treasure Rocks in a shallow dish. Fill a small spray bottle with the vinegar... spray the “magic rocks with a generous amount of vinegar and watch the “eruptions”. To finish, pour a quantity of vinegar in the dish and watch the “magic rocks” disappear and the treasures... appear!